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Introduction
Infectious diseases continue to pose a major threat to human health. Although advances in medicine and public health have helped control many endemic diseases, World Health Organization (WHO) study on the global burden of diseases indicates that by 2002, infectious diseases were the cause for more than one quarter of approximately 57 million deaths worldwide (World Health Organization (WHO), 2004) . In addition, approximately two thirds of all deaths in developing countries among children younger than 5 years of age are due to infectious diseases (World Health Organization (WHO), 2005) . In order to respond effectively to the growing health threats of infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and the transfer of these health risks we need to identify and implement high-impact health interventions. Therefore, there is need to develop appropriate mathematical modelling techniques to evaluate the effectiveness and value of health interventions in the control, elimination and eradication of infectious diseases to complement clinical trial studies, systematic reviews, innovative research strategies, and clinical registries. However, there is limited use of appropriate mathematical modelling techniques to achieve this. Since disease dynamics is strongly scale-dependent, mathematical models of mechanisms underlying health interventions, especially multiscale models that synthesize information from at least two scales describing variation in disease mechanisms in the patient population, are useful tools for health intervention research.
The past few years have witnessed a dramatic increase in our awareness and the need to understand the multiscale nature of infectious disease dynamics (see (Cen, Feng, & Zhao, 2014; Feng et al., 2013; Feng et al., 2015; Garira et al., 2014; Netshikweta and Garira, 2017) and references therein). Despite the recognition of the importance of multiscale analysis of infectious disease dynamics, a large number of published papers focused on modelling the dynamics of infectious diseases to date still do not address the multi-spatial and/or the multi-temporal scales of these disease systems. This may be largely attributed to the absence of a powerful foundational knowledge to support the development of multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems on three main frontiers: (a) the conceptual framework frontier, (b) the scientific applications frontier, and (c) the mathematical technology frontier. The objective of this primer is to introduce foundational concepts in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems focusing on these three main frontiers. The conceptual framework frontier is introduced by proposing a three-level hierarchical framework of an infectious disease system. This is achieved by conceptualizing an infectious disease system as being organized into three main fundamental hierarchical levels which are: (i) the cell level, (ii) the tissue level, and (iii) the host level which serve as the units of multiscale analysis. Each of these three levels can be resolved into two adjacent scales which are the individual/lower/micro scale and population/upper/macro scale. For the cell level we have the within-cell scale and the between-cell scale, for the tissue level we have the within-tissue scale and the between-tissue scale, and for the host level we have the within-host scale and the between-host scale. At each of these three hierarchical levels (the cell level, the tissue level, and the host level) five different categories of multiscale models of an infectious disease system can be developed that integrate the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, withintissue scale, within-host scale) and population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) . In what follows, we briefly describe each of these five categories of multiscale models of an infectious disease system.
Category I -individual based multiscale models (IMSMs)
In this category of multiscale models of infectious disease systems the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) submodel is used to describe the entire infectious disease system across both the individual/lower/micro scale and population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale). There is no information flow from the population/upper/macro scale submodel to the individual/lower/micro scale submodel. The population/upper/macro scale is observed as emergent behaviour of the individual/lower/micro scale entities. The four main classes of multiscale models in this category are (Garira, 2017):
Class 1: Network modelling individual-based multiscale models (NETW-IMSMs): These are multiscale models which are developed using graph theoretic or network modelling techniques. Class 2: Empirical data modelling individual-based multiscale models (EMPI-IMSMs): These are multiscale models of infectious disease systems which are developed using statistical modelling techniques to model hierarchical empirical data. For example those which use regression-based approaches where the assumption that the outcomes of infection at individual/lower/micro scale for the units of analysis (i.e. the individual hosts) are independent is violated because they share the same population/upper/macro scale characteristics and are therefore influenced by the same measured population/upper/macro scale factors (e.g. access to health services, demographic factors, environmental factors, economic factors, etc.) or unmeasured factors (e.g. cultural factors, religious factors, behavioural factors, etc.). Class 3: Simulation modelling individual-based multiscale models (SIMU-IMSMs): No mathematical equations are used to model the infectious disease system in this class of multiscale models. Instead, infectious disease systems are modelled using computational algorithms such computational algorithm-based models which include agent-based models (ABM), cellular automata (CA) and petri-nets (PN). If mathematical equations appear in this class, they are only used to describe specific entities with a particular scale, rather than to describe the dynamics of a whole scale. Class 4: Hybrid individual-based multiscale models (BRID-IMSMs): These are individual-based multiscale models where the individual entities within a single scale are represented using different formalisms or mathematical representations. For example, some entities in an agent-based model (ABM) my be described by ODEs while others are described by PDEs. The use of hybrid petri nets will also result in BRID-MSMs.
Category II -nested multiscale models (NMSMs)
These are multiscale models of infectious diseases in which there is only unidirectional flow of information (only from individual/lower/micro scale submodel to the population/upper/macro submodel). Therefore, in this category of multiscale models the individual/lower/micro scale dynamics is independent of the population/upper/macro scale. The individual/ pathogen relationships in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. The five main classes of multiscale models in this category are (Garira, 2017):
Class 1: Single-host multi-pathogen coupled multiscale models (SHMP-CMSMs): These are multiscale models of infectious disease systems which take into account the diversity of pathogens implicated in the transmission of an infectious disease system (either multi-pathogen infections or multi-strain infections or multi-group infections) so that the individual/ lower/micro scale submodel and the population/upper/macro scale submodel for each pathogen are developed and then integrated into a single multiscale model. Class 2: Multi-host single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MHSP-CMSMs): These are multiscale models of infectious disease systems which take into account the diversity of hosts implicated in the transmission of an infectious disease system (i.e. infectious disease systems arising from infection of multiple host species by a single pathogen). Class 3: Multiple level single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MLSP-CMSMs): These are multiscale models of infectious disease systems which take into account the diversity of organizational levels implicated in the transmission of an infectious disease system (the cell level, the tissue level, the host level). Class 4: Multiple geographical environments/biological environments single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MGSP/ MBSP-CMSMs): These are HL-MSMs which take into account the diversity of geographical environments/biological environments implicated in the transmission of an infectious disease system. Class 5: Multi-host, multi-pathogen, multiple-levels coupled multiscale models (MHMP-CMSMs): These are MSMs of infectious disease systems which take into account the diversity of organizational levels and/or diversity of geographical environments/biological environments and/or diversity of hosts and/or diversity of pathogens implicated in the transmission of an infectious disease system.
For details of examples of multiscale models of infectious disease systems in each of the classes within each of the five categories see . However, in addition to presenting foundational concepts on the conceptual framework frontier of multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems based on a three-level hierarchical framework, this primer also builds on the conceptual framework and use it to introduce foundational concepts on the mathematical technology frontier and the scientific applications frontier. The foundational concepts on the scientific applications frontier are introduced by highlighting the applications of the different structures of multiscale models in the control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems, while the foundational concepts on the mathematical technology or technical frontier are introduced by way of a comprehensive discussion on the challenges of multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. In this primer we first present the three-level hierarchical of an infectious disease system and the different structures of multiscale models that can be developed at each of the three hierarchical levels in section 2. The causality for linkage across scales in the different structures of multiscale models is explained in section 3 in terms of key disease processes. In section 4 we propose scientific applications of multiscale models in the control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems. Section 5 considers the mathematical technology frontier and explain the main challenges in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. The paper concludes with section 6 which explains the usefulness of the foundational concepts of multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems presented in this primer.
2.
The three-level hierarchical framework of an infectious disease system and the structure of multiscale models
When developing multiscale models of disease dynamics, it is important to define the perspective that is used to inform the development of such models. The perspective may be different for infectious diseases and non-infectious diseases. Such a perspective needs to specify the causality for linkage across scales. In this study the multiscale nature of infectious disease dynamics is informed by a pathogen centred-perspective. Within this perspective an infectious disease system is conceptualized to be composed of three main orders of hierarchical levels which are (i) the cell level, (ii) the tissue level and (iii) the organism/host level. Each of these three main orders of hierarchical levels of organization of an infectious disease system constitute a different pathogen habitat or environment in which the pathogen can survive, grow, shed/excreted, replicate, and be transmitted to different scales of an infectious disease system. In the context of this perspective, each of these three orders of hierarchical levels of organization of an infectious disease system (cell level, tissue level and organism/host level) can, depending on the causative agent of the infectious disease system, constitute a different unit of multiscale analysis of an infectious disease system defined by its pathogen burden which is determined by (a) the intensity of its replication at one scale within a level, (b) pathogen transmission at another scale within the same level, and (c) disease interventions related to control, elimination and even eradication of the pathogen which are implemented and operating at different scales of infection. Central to this perspective is the idea that the ideal minimum requirements for describing the dynamics of an infectious disease system is two scales and that infectious disease dynamics can be analysed in successive scales of two adjacent scales at a time by introducing the concept of hierarchical levels (Garira, 2017) in multiscale analysis: (i) a lower scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) in which pathogen replication often occurs and (ii) an upper scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) in which pathogen transmission often occurs. The three main orders of hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system are perhaps best illustrated by a space-time diagram, which portrays the hierarchical nature of these levels and the positive correlation in spatial and temporal scales of varying disease processes. Fig. 1 is a conceptual representation of the three main orders of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system and the associated two limiting scales of infection for each level.
In what follows, we briefly describe each of the three main orders of hierarchical levels of organization of an infectious disease system. 1. First order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system (the cell level). At this level the cell is the basic unit of multiscale analysis. Multiscale models developed at this order of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system are called cell level immuno-epidemiological models (CL-IEMs) or cytoimmuno-epidemiological models (Garira, 2017) or simply cell-level multiscale models (CL-MSMs). Within this hierarchical level of an infectious disease system there are three sub-levels which are (a) the primary cell level which we also alternatively refer to as the basic cell level, (b) the secondary cell level which we also refer to as the organ level and (c) the tertiary cell level which we alternatively call the ecosystem level. Infectious disease systems modelled at this level of organization of an infectious disease system are those in which the pathogen infects specific cells and cause damage to these cells and the associated tissues and organs of the host. Examples of infectious disease systems which can be modelled at this hierarchical level of organization are some bacterial infections such as paratuberculosis and viral infections. We briefly describe each of the sub-levels and the structure of cell level multiscale models (CL-MSMs) of infectious disease systems that can be developed at each of these sub-levels as follows. 1(a) The primary cell level (the basic cell level): At this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of organization of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that integrate within-cell scale and between-cell scale in the context of one-pathogen and one-target cell species scenario. In addition such CL-IEMs are developed to describe disease dynamics associated with a single anatomical compartment/organ of the host. We refer to the CL-IEMs developed to describe this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system as having a primary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in , these CL-IEMs with a primary structure fall into categories I, II, III and IV of multiscale models which are individual based multiscale models (IMSMs), nested multiscale models (NMSMs) and hybrid multiscale models (HMSMs) and embedded multiscale models (EMSMs). 1(b) The secondary cell level (the organ level): At this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that also integrate within-cell scale and between-cell scale in the context of one-target cell species or multiple-target cell species and one-pathogen species scenario. However, unlike at the primary cell level, multiscale models here are developed to describe disease dynamics in more than one anatomical compartment/organ of the host. Although such multiscale models still integrate within-cell scale and between-cell scale, they are developed to incorporate more than one anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism. Thus CL-IEMs developed at this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system describe disease dynamics in which infected cell populations are distributed over distinctly different anatomical compartments/organs of the host body (e.g. the liver and the blood in the case of malaria) with the cell as the unit of multiscale analysis. We refer to the CL-IEMs developed to describe this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system as having a secondary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these CL-IEMs with a secondary structure fall into class 4 (multiple biological environments single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MBSP-CMSMs)) of category V which takes into account the different infected anatomical compartments/organs of the host by a single pathogen in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. 1(c) The tertiary cell level (the ecosystem level): At this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system, multiscale models are still developed that integrate the within-cell scale and the between-cell scale. However, unlike the primary cell level and the secondary cell level, the CL-IEMs developed at this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system consider the cell level as an ecosystem. Thus the CL-IEMs developed at this sub-level of an infectious disease system incorporate more than one anatomical compartment/ organ of the whole body/organism in the context of multi-target cell species and/or multi-group target cell species and/or multi-pathogen species and/or multi-pathogen strain species in the development of the multiscale models with the cell as the unit of multiscale analysis. We refer to the CL-IEMs developed to describe this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system as having a tertiary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these CL-IEMs with a tertiary structure fall into classes 1, 2, 3 and 5 of category V of multiscale models of infectious disease systems.
Overall, multiscale models developed at this hierarchical level of an infectious disease system describe whole body/organism infection using the cell as the unit of multiscale analysis. 2. Second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system (the tissue level). At this level the tissue is the basic unit of multiscale analysis. Examples of tissues considered in the multiscale modelling effort are the granulomas (see and references therein) or the microabscess (Pigozzo et al., 2012) . Multiscale models developed at this order of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system are called tissue level immuno-epidemiological models (TL-IEMs) or histoimmuno-epidemiological models . Within this hierarchical level of organization of an infectious disease system there are three sub-levels which are (a) the primary tissue level which we alternatively call the basic tissue level, (b) the secondary tissue level which we also alternatively call the organ level and (c) the tertiary tissue level which we sometimes refer to as the ecosystem level. Infectious disease systems modelled at this level of organization of an infectious disease system are those in which the pathogen does infect specific tissues such as granulomas for some bacteria, fungi, protozoa and helminthes infections (James and Zumla, 1999; Permi et al., 2012; Zumla and James, 1996) and microabscess (Pigozzo et al., 2012) , and cause damage to the host organs. In what follows, we briefly describe each of the three sub-levels and the structure of tissue level multiscale models (TL-MSMs) of infectious disease systems that can be developed at each of these sub-levels. 2(a) The primary tissue level (the basic tissue level): At this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that integrate within-tissue scale and between-tissue scale in the context of one-pathogen and one-target tissue species scenario. In addition such multiscale models are developed to describe disease dynamics at a single anatomical compartment/organ of the host. We refer to TL-IEMs developed to describe this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system as having a primary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these TL-IEMs with a primary structure fall into categories I, II, III and IV of multiscale models which are individual based multiscale models (IMSMs), nested multiscale models (NMSMs) and hybrid multiscale models (HMSMs) and embedded multiscale models (EMSMs). 2(b) The secondary tissue level (the organ level): At this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that also integrate within-tissue scale and between-tissue scale in the context of one-target tissue or multiple-target tissue species and one-pathogen species scenario. However, unlike the primary tissue level, multiscale models here are developed incorporating more than one anatomical compartment/organ of the host. Although such multiscale models still integrate within-tissue scale and between-tissue scale, they are developed to incorporate more than one anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism. Thus TL-IEMs developed at this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system describe disease dynamics in which infected tissue populations are distributed over distinctly different anatomical compartments/organs of the whole body with the tissue as the unit of multiscale analysis. We refer to TL-IEMs developed to describe this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system as having a secondary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these TL-IEMs with a secondary structure fall into class 4 (multiple biological environments single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MBSP-CMSMs)) of category V which takes into account the different infected anatomical compartments/organs of the host by a single pathogen in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. 2(c) The tertiary tissue level (the ecosystem level): At this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system, multiscale models of an infectious disease system are developed that still integrate the within-tissue scale and the between-tissue scale. However, unlike the primary tissue level and the secondary tissue level the TLIEMs developed at this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system consider the tissue level as an ecosystem. Thus the multiscale models at this sub-level incorporate more than one anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism in the context of multi-target tissue species and/or multi-group target tissue species and/or multi-pathogen species and/or multi-pathogen strain species in the development of the multiscale models with the tissue as the unit of multiscale analysis. At this sub-level of the second order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system the TL-IEMs are referred to as having a tertiary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these TL-IEMs with a tertiary structure fall into classes 1, 2, 3 and 5 of category V of multiscale models of infectious disease systems.
Multiscale models developed at this hierarchical level of an infectious disease system also describe whole body/organism infection using the tissue (granuloma, microabscess, hydatid cyst, etc.) as the unit of multiscale analysis. 3. Third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system (the host level). At this order of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system, the host is the basic unit of multiscale analysis. Multiscale models developed at this order of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system are called host level immuno-epidemiological models (HL-IEMs) . At this hierarchical level of an infectious disease system there are also three sub-levels which are (a) the primary host level which we also refer to as the basic host level, (b) the secondary host level which we alternatively call the community level, and (c) the tertiary host level which we also call the ecosystem level. Infectious disease systems modelled at this level of organization of an infectious disease system are those in which the pathogen does not infect specific cells and/or tissues, but still cause damage to cells and tissues. Examples of infectious disease systems which can be modelled at this hierarchical level of organization are some bacterial infections such as vibrio cholera and some helminthes infections. We briefly describe each of the three sub-levels and the structure of host level multiscale models (HL-MSMs) of infectious disease systems that can be developed at each of these sub-levels as follows. 3(a) The primary host level (the basic host level): At this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of organization of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that integrate within-host scale and between-host scale in the context of one-pathogen and one-host species scenario. In addition such multiscale models are developed to describe disease dynamics in a single geographical area/country/region of the world. Multiscale models of an infectious disease system (HL-IEMs) developed to describe this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system are said to have a primary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these HL-IEMs with a primary structure fall into category I, II, III and IV of multiscale models which are individual based multiscale models (IMSMs), nested multiscale models (NMSMs) and hybrid multiscale models (HMSMs) and embedded multiscale models (EMSMs). 3(b) The secondary host level (the community level): At this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system multiscale models are developed that also integrate within-host scale and between-host scale in the context of single-host or multiple-host species and one-pathogen species scenario. However, unlike the primary host level, multiscale models here are developed to describe disease dynamics in more than one geographical area/ country/region of the world. Although such multiscale models still integrate within-host scale and between-host scale, they are developed to incorporate different geographical areas/countries/regions of the world. Thus, the HLIEMs developed at this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system describe disease dynamics in which infected host populations (humans or plants or animals or vectors) are distributed over distinctly different geographical areas/countries/regions or geographically separated areas/countries/regions of the world with the host as the unit of multiscale analysis. Within this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system the HL-IEMs are said to have a secondary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these HL-IEMs with a secondary structure fall into class 4 (multiple geographical environments single-pathogen coupled multiscale models (MGSP-CMSMs)) of category V which takes into account the different geographical areas/countries/regions of the world infected by a single pathogen in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. 3(c) The tertiary host level (the ecosystem level): At this sub-level of the first order hierarchical level of organization of an infectious disease system, multiscale models are still developed that integrate the within-host scale and the between-host scale. However, unlike the primary host level and the secondary host level, the multiscale models at this sub-level consider the host level as an ecosystem (Lofgren et al., 2016; Rynkiewicz et al., 2015; Sicard et al., 2014) . Thus the multiscale models developed at this sub-level incorporate more than one geographical area/country/region of the world in the dynamics of the infectious disease system in the context of multi-host species and/or multi-group host species and/or multi-pathogen species and/or multi-pathogen strain species in the development of the multiscale models with the host as the unit of multiscale analysis. Within this sub-level of the third order hierarchical level of an infectious disease system the HL-IEMs are said to have a tertiary structure. Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017), these HL-IEMs with a tertiary structure fall into classes 1, 2, 3 and 5 of category V of multiscale models of infectious disease systems.
Therefore, multiscale models developed at this level can be used to describe whole world disease dynamics with the host as the unit of multiscale analysis.
Integration of scales via disease process relationships in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems
Pathogen specific disease processes are the causality of the linkage across scales at the three hierarchical levels of organization of infectious diseases. In particular four pathogen specific disease processes are responsible for the linkage across scales which are: (i) infection/superinfection by pathogen, (ii) pathogen replication, (iii) pathogen shedding/excretion and (iv) pathogen transmission. At each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system where the cell, the tissue and the host are the basic units of multiscale analysis, disease dynamics begins with infection/superinfection of the individual/ lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) by the pathogen, that is, pathogen invasion of the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale). This disease process involves movement of pathogen from the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) and its entry inside a cell or tissue or host. Thus, infection/superinfection links the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) to the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale). From a mathematical point of view infection links the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) to the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, withinhost scale) through initial conditions while superinfection links the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) to the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, withinhost scale) through down-scaled population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) variables. For more information on the general problem of scaling (down-scaling and up-scaling) in the development multiscale models of infectious disease systems see challenge 1 in section 5. Once infection/superinfection of the individual/lower scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) has successfully occurred, pathogen replication at the individual/lower scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) follows. The process of pathogen replication at the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) is followed by pathogen shedding/excretion to the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale). Therefore, pathogen shedding/excretion links the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) to the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale). Shedding/excretion of the pathogen is then followed by pathogen transmission at the population/upper scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale). This implies that for each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system, the characteristic scale at which pathogen replication and pathogen transmission occur often do not match. Therefore, at each of the three orders of hierarchical level of an infectious disease system, infection/superinfection and shedding/excretion of the pathogen introduce a cycle of influence between pathogen replication at the individual/lower/ micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) and pathogen transmission at the population/upper/ macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale). The limitation of single scale submodels alone associated with the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) or those associated with the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) in describing disease dynamics at each of the three orders of hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system is that they restrict themselves to one part of the replication-transmission cycle, with each single scale model making 'black box' or rudimentary assumptions about the other half e when the other half is considered at all. For the full understanding of disease dynamics at each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system one has to close the replication-transmission loop and consider the full feedback between the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) pathogen replication processes and the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) transmission processes. This is largely because at each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system, the intensity of pathogen replication at the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) determines how much pathogen load the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) will further shed/excrete into the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, betweenhost scale), which will eventually affect the transmission of the pathogen at the population/upper/macro scale (betweencell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) and may eventually in turn feed back to the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) through infection/superinfection.
In general, we know from (Garira, 2017) that any multiscale model (CL-IEM or TL-IEM or HL-IEM) in which the individual/ lower scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) and the population/upper scale (between-cell, between-tissue, betweenhost) influence each other in a reciprocal way is called an embedded multiscale model and that any multiscale model (CL-IEM or TL-IEM or HL-IEM) in which the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) influences he population/upper scale (between-cell, between-tissue, between-host) without any reciprocal feedback is called a nested multiscale model. An interesting question is: when is it more appropriate to develop a nested multiscale instead of an embedded multiscale model and vice versa to describe infectious disease dynamics at each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system? Based on the conceptual framework of the organization of an infectious disease system presented is this primer (in which movement of pathogen across scales constitutes the flow of information across scales, we propose that for any of the three main hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system (cell level, tissue level, host level) if infection of the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) happens as a one-off event and infection at this individual/lower/micro scale is further sustained by pathogen replication only, then a nested multiscale model is the most appropriate model to describe disease dynamics at this hierarchical level of an infectious disease system. Thus nested multiscale models are usually more appropriate in modelling infectious disease systems in which there is mismatch between the scale at which pathogen replication occurs -which is usually the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) and the scale at which pathogen transmission occurs -which is usually the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell, between-tissue, between-host). At the host level, this usually happens for all directly transmitted infectious disease systems (in which pathogen replication only happens at the within-host scale while pathogen transmission happens at the between-host scale). At the cell level this also usually happens for all infectious disease systems caused by obligatory intra-cellular pathogens such as viruses where pathogen replication occurs at within-cell scale and pathogen transmission happens at between-cell scale. Further, for each of the three main hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system (cell level, tissue level, host level) if infection of the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) happens repeatedly (superinfection) and there is no pathogen replication at this individual/lower scale so that infection at the individual/lower scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) is sustained by superinfection, then an embedded multiscale model is the most appropriate multiscale model to describe infection dynamics at that hierarchical level of an infectious disease system. Thus embedded multiscale models are usually more appropriate in modelling infectious disease systems in which there is no mismatch between the scale at which pathogen replication occurs and the scale at which pathogen transmission occurs. At the host level, this usually happens for some environmentally (indirectly) transmitted infectious disease systems in which both pathogen replication and pathogen transmission happen at the between-host scale. Typically examples for such embedded multiscale models at the host level are for schistosomiasis (Garira et al., 2014) and Guinea worm disease .
The scientific applications frontier for multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems
Multiscale modelling is central to characterizing the epidemiology of infectious disease systems, developing new strategies for their control, informing disease management, identifying targets for new drugs and vaccines, and in turn evaluating the impact of these medical interventions. For the control, elimination and even eradication of an infectious disease system at each of three main orders of hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system conceptually represented in Fig. 1 , we can broadly identify two types of health interventions: (i) those which operate at the individual/lower scale (within-cell, withintissue, within-host), which usually interfere with the pathogen's replication processes and (ii) those which operate at the population/upper scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) which normally interfere with the transmission processes of the pathogen. Thus health interventions either target the replication/multiplication/growth processes of the pathogen or they target transmission processes of the pathogen. At each of these three orders of hierarchical level of an infectious system, the words control, elimination and eradication of an infectious disease system may mean different things and multiscale models with different structures (primary structure, secondary structure or tertiary structure) are more appropriate for either the evaluation of control or the evaluation elimination or the evaluation of eradication of an infectious disease system. In this study, where we use a pathogen-centred perspective to conceptualize an infectious disease system, 'baseline pathogen load' is a phrase used to define control of infectious disease systems at each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system. We explicitly define baseline pathogen load as 'the pathogen load/burden that would exist at a specific hierarchical level (cell level or tissue level or host level) of an infectious disease system if no interventions are implemented targeted at that level'. a. Control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems at the cell and tissue levels: At these two hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system, whole body/organism disease dynamics is described using either the cell level or the tissue level as the unit of multiscale analysis. Therefore, a common definition for control, elimination and even eradication of an infectious disease system applies at these two levels. Based on the understanding of the proposed three-level hierarchical framework of infectious disease systems (see Fig. 1 ), we define control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems at these two levels (the cell level and the tissue level) as follows. At the cell and tissue levels, control of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load/burden to below baseline levels in a specific anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism through implementing health interventions that reduce cell level or tissue level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Control of infection at any of these two levels does not result in healing or cure of infection at the whole body/organism level because reduction of pathogen load to below baseline levels in a specific anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism means that the infectious agent persists in all anatomical compartments/organs of the whole body. The CL-IEMs (for the level) and the TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) with primary structure are appropriate for evaluation of control of infection at these levels. At these two levels (the cell level or the tissue level), elimination of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load/burden to zero or to below detection levels in a specific anatomical compartment/organ of the whole body/organism through implementing health interventions that stop cell level or tissue level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Elimination does not also result in cure of the host infection because reduction of the pathogen load to zero or to below detection levels is only restricted to specific anatomical compartments/organs of the whole body. For example, at the cell level, HIV provirus can be eliminated in specific anatomical compartments/organs of the human body such as the blood by using antiviral drugs while corresponding elimination is not achieved in other anatomical compartments/organs of the human body such as the brain or the central nervous system. As a result, HIV-infected individuals must remain indefinitely on anti-retroviral therapy. The CL-IEMs (for the cell level) and TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) with a secondary structure are more appropriate for evaluating the elimination of infection at these hierarchical levels. Finally, at these two levels (the cell level or the tissue level), eradication of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load/burden to zero in all anatomical compartments/organs of the whole body/organism through implementing health interventions that stop cell level or tissue level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Therefore, eradication of an infectious disease system means complete absence of the pathogen from all anatomical compartments/organs of the whole body/organism and there is complete recovery of the host from disease (cure) from illness. The CL-IEMs (for the cell level) and TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) with a tertiary structure are appropriate for evaluating eradication of an infectious disease system at these two levels. b. Control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems at the host level: At this level of an infectious disease system whole world infectious disease dynamics is described using the host level as the unit of multiscale analysis. Based on the understanding of the proposed three-level hierarchical framework of infectious disease systems (see Fig. 1 ), we define control, elimination and eradication of infectious disease systems at the host level as follows. Control of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load/burden to below baseline levels in a specific geographical area/country/ region of the world through implementing health interventions that reduce host level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Control of an infectious disease system at this level does not end the epidemic in the whole world because reduction of pathogen load to below baseline levels in specific geographical areas/countries/regions of the world implies that the infectious agent persists in the world. The HL-IEMs with a primary structure are more appropriate for evaluation of control of an infectious disease system at this level. Elimination of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load/burden to zero in a specific geographical area/country/region of the world through implementing health interventions that stop host level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Elimination does not also end an epidemic in the whole world because reduction of the pathogen load to zero is only restricted to specific geographical areas/countries/regions of the world. The HL-IEMs with a secondary structure are more appropriate for evaluating the elimination of infection at this hierarchical level. Eradication of an infectious disease system means 'reduction of pathogen load to zero in all geographical areas/countries/regions of the world through implementing health interventions that stop host level pathogen transmission and/or pathogen replication'. Eradication of an infectious disease system does end the epidemic in the whole world because reduction of the pathogen load to zero is attained in all geographical areas/countries/regions of the world. The HL-IEMs with a tertiary structure are more appropriate for evaluating the eradication of an infectious disease system at this hierarchical level.
The use of pathogen load as a common metric for (i) infectiousness and (ii) disease transmission potential and as (iii) an indicator of the effectiveness of health interventions in the above definitions for control, elimination and eradication at all the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system has two advantages over the use of incidence and prevalence which are often used in single scale framework at between-host scale (Dowdle, 1998; Heymann, 2006; Molyneux et al., 2004) . First, it provides a common metric for disease dynamics across different scales. Second, it also provides a common metric for disease dynamics across different disease transmission mechanisms (i.e. directly transmitted and environmentally transmitted infectious disease systems). The current understanding of the words 'control', 'elimination' and 'eradication' of infectious disease systems based on prevalence and incidence as in (Dowdle, 1998; Heymann, 2006; Molyneux et al., 2004) does not take into account the multiscale nature of infectious disease systems because prevalence and incidence cannot be used a common metrics of disease dynamics across scales other than the between-host scale only.
In general, at each of these three hierarchical levels of an infectious diseases, there is always a reciprocal influence health interventions implemented at the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host) intended to control, eliminate or even eradicate an infectious disease system by reducing/stopping pathogen replication on one hand, and health interventions implemented at the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale) intended to control, eliminate or even eradicate an infectious disease system by reducing/stopping pathogen transmission on the other hand. For example, at the lower scale (within-host scale), one of the latest preventive health intervention that has been adopted for HIV/AIDS control, elimination and even eradication is Treatment as Prevention (TasP) which is based on the understanding that the single most important risk factor in determining the likelihood of HIV transmission at between-host scale is an HIV infected individual's plasma viral load at the within-host scale. With effective treatment targeting the within-host scale, the whole body/host plasma viral load can be greatly reduced for HIV infected individuals thereby significantly preventing severe disease, death and onward transmission (both heterosexual transmission and motherto-child transmission) of HIV at between-host scale. Encouraged by results from TasP in HIV/AIDS Das, Chu & Santos, 2004; Delva et al., 2012; Fang et al., 2004; Granich et al., 2009; Montaner et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2012; Wilson, 2012) , researchers are now also considering TasP as an approach for trying to deal with many other infectious diseases such as malaria (Chaccour et al., 2013; El-Sayed et al., 2007; Gerardin et al., 2015; Greenwood, 2006; John, 2016; Johnston et al., 2014; Kiszewski, 2010; Maude et al., 2012; McMorrow et al., 2011; Tanner et al., 2015; Tseroni et al., 2015; White, 2008) , neglected tropical diseases (Bockarie, Kelly-Hope, Rebollo, & Molyneux, 2013; Keenan et al., 2013; Mbah et al., 2013; Smits, 2009) , tuberculosis (Griffith et al., 2007; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention CDC, 2000; Halsey et al., 1998) and many other infectious diseases (Webster et al., 2014; Yamshchikov et al., 2009) . In all of these infectious diseases, the use of TasP as a preventive health intervention at between-host scale is based on the fact that the transmission of an infectious disease system at between-host scale can be prevented by implementing treatment at within-host scale of infected individuals so that they become less likely to transmit the infection to others at between-host scale. Since treatment is administered at within-host scale while other health interventions such as male condom use, male circumcision for HIV/AIDS, indoor residual spraying (IRS) and insecticidetreated nets (ITNs) (Griffin et al., 2010) for malaria and water supply, water quality, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) intervention systems (Fewtrell et al., 2005; Fung, 2014) for diarrhea and cholera are implemented at between-host scale, mathematical models that link the within-host and between-host scales of infection can better inform public health policies on the comparative effectiveness of several health interventions which are implemented at different scale domains for the same infectious disease system. Further, the performance of health interventions at the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) normally referred to as efficacy determined using empirical studies (observational, culture, experimental systems, clinical trials, etc.) which usually target the replication of the pathogen does not reflect their performance at the corresponding population/upper/macro scale (between-cells scale, between-tissues scale, betweenhost scale) normally referred to as effectiveness which usually target the transmission of the pathogen. Therefore, within each of the three hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system, the characteristic scale of efficacy and effectiveness of an intervention often do not match. This establishes an efficacy-effectiveness gap (Eichler et al., 2011; Nordon et al., 2016; Panayidou et al., 2016) . One of the most important scientific applications proposed in this study for multiscale models of infectious disease systems is to bridge the efficacy-effectiveness gap in comparative effectiveness research.
The mathematical technology frontier and challenges for multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems
Efforts to develop multiscale models of infectious disease dynamics at the different hierarchical levels (the cell level, the tissue level, the host level) of an infectious disease system have recently been underpinned by a categorization framework that helps to identify the different categories of multiscale models that can be developed at each of these three levels. Given this foundation which is further refined in this study, the frontiers of multiscale modelling of infectious disease dynamics lie more on the mathematical technology/technical frontier -to find methods for developing multiscale models of infectious disease systems that belong to the different categories (with either primary structure or secondary structure or tertiary structure). However, the mathematical technology frontier for multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems is still full of roadblocks and potholes associated with the following ten main challenges.
Challenge 1: Development of methods for linking/coupling/integration of the submodels: There is a critical need to develop mathematical methods for linking/coupling submodels across scales in the development of multiscale models of infectious disease systems. Linking the submodels, also referred to as coupling the submodels or simply integration of submodels works by feeding the outputs (variables and parameters) of one submodel as input to another submodel. To date the development models of infectious disease dynamics that integrate submodels across scales has been informed by different types of coupling principles for linking submodels across scales (Garira et al., 2014) . We can roughly demarcate these coupling principles into three categories:i.
i Direct unidirectional coupling: In this type of linking submodels in a multiscale model, the lower scale is unidirectionally coupled to the upper scale. That is, the lower scale influences the upper scale and not the other way round. Nested multiscale models (category II of multiscale models) and some hybrid multiscale models (category IV of multiscale models) are developed using this coupling method. ii. Direct bidirectional coupling: In this type of linking submodels in a multiscale model, there is direct bidirectional coupling between the upper scale and the lower scale. In this case the two scales (lower and upper scale) influence each other in a reciprocal way. Embedded multiscale models (category III of multiscale models) and some hybrid multiscale models (category IV of multiscale models) are developed using this coupling method. iii. Indirect unidirectional coupling: In this type of linking submodels in a multiscale model, there is no direct coupling between the lower scale and the upper scale. However, there is direct coupling between the entities of the lower scale and the upper scale is only observed as emergent behaviour (a property of complex systems) of the lower scale entities. Individual based multiscale models (category I of multiscale models) are developed using this coupling method.
However, coupled multiscale models (category V of multiscale models), that is, multiscale models of infectious diseases that integrate several scales of infection, are developed using a combination of these coupling methods (direct unidirectional coupling, direct bidirectional coupling, and indirect unidirectional coupling). In general linking/coupling/integration of submodels across scales involves up-scaling or down-scaling variables associated with some disease processes. This is because for an infectious disease system, the hierarchical levels and their associated scales (see Fig. 1 ) indicate/represent shifts in disease processes (e.g pathogen replication at the lower scale and pathogen transmission at the upper scale). However, the greatest challenge is in methodological difficulties on specific implementation approaches for scaling (downscaling and up-scaling) in space and time and in converting dimensions across spatial and temporal scales when coupling the submodels of a multiscale model. The lack of rigorous frameworks for scaling (down-scaling and up-scaling) undermines progress in the development of multiscale models of infectious disease systems. Furthermore, down-scaling to lower scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host, etc.) or up-scaling to upper scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, betweenhost scale, etc.) involves developing conceptual models that adequately capture the dominant disease processes at these scales. In particular, we inevitably need to know more details when down-scaling while we also need to ignore some fine details when up-scaling. But another challenge is that when either down-scaling or up-scaling, we do not know in general how scale transition occurs. In particular when down-scaling, we do not know what lower scale (within-cell, within-tissue, within-host, etc.) disease processes and parameters are essential in representing the upper scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale, etc.) processes and vice-versa when up-scaling. For classic examples of up-scaling and down-scaling when developing embedded multiscale models of infectious disease system see (Garira et al., 2014; Netshikweta and Garira, 2017) .
Challenge 2: Development of methods for validating multiscale models: Validation of multiscale models of infectious disease systems need to be conducted accurately to account for uncertainties in data (clinical, experimental, demographic, environmental, epidemiological, immunological, etc.) at various spatial and temporal scales. However, there are no simple rules to follow when validating multiscale models of infectious disease systems. Challenge 3: Obtaining all relevant and accurate data for development of multiscale models: Obtaining all relevant and accurate data for development of multiscale models of infectious disease systems is critical for reliability of a given multiscale model particularly as the submodels in a multiscale model are bridged across scales. Minor errors introduced in data collection at one scale can introduce significant errors as the errors propagate across scales in a multiscale model. More readily available relevant and accurate infectious disease data (clinical, experimental, demographic, environmental, epidemiological, immunological, etc.) across scales. would facilitate wider adoption of multiscale modelling approaches in infectious disease study. Challenge 4: Development of methods for reduced order multiscale models: There are many methods for analysis of multiscale infectious disease systems, enabling reduction of their size, complexity, and/or dimensionality. Reduction of order of multiscale models of infectious disease systems is an essential tool for reducing the degrees of freedom (e.g., the number of variables in a multiscale model) so as to increase computational efficiency and make high dimensional multiscale models more tractable. However, there are still a number of barriers to development of reduced order multiscale models of infectious disease systems. Dimensional reduction of a multiscale model of an infectious disease system is important for three main reasons (Garira, 2017): (i) to reduce the computational needs for simulating the multiscale model, (ii) to identify the most fundamental components with respect to the drivers of the multiscale model behaviour, and (iii) to simplify the process of analysis of the multiscale model. To date, several dimensional reduction methods have been developed which include (a) slow and fast time scale analysis (Cen et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2013 Feng et al., , 2015 , (b) response surface modelling (Myers et al., 2016) , (c) statistical methods such as principal component analysis (Kambhatla and Leen, 2006) , (d) response and statistical surrogate modelling (Frangos et al., 2010) as well as (e) dynamical systems based methods such as centremanifold theory (Carr, 2012) are examples of a reduced order approaches that can be applied to multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. However, more work is needed in this area because reduced order multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems still presents some challenges.
Challenge 5: Development of more efficient computational tools for multiscale models: Currently, the use of computational tools to solve multiscale models of infectious disease systems face limitations of computing power. This is because numerically solving some multiscale models of infectious disease systems use numerical methods that are computationally intensive. This limits the practical use of computational methods in multiscale modelling of infectious diseases. Further, the computational expense presents some challenges when scaling up from the lower scale to the upper scale of an infectious disease system and vise-versa because of time scale mismatch between the lower scales and the upper scales. Thus a key challenge to multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems is that there is a timescale mismatch over different length scales. More efficient computational tools need to be developed in order to increase available computing power for solving multiscale models of infectious disease systems. In addition, numerical methods used to solve multiscale models of infectious disease systems using discretization methods where specific discretization methods in terms of length and/or time are employed. A major challenge to employing such methods at multiple scales is that the different scales require different grid densities and time steps, creating difficulties in passing information across different scales. Challenge 6: The inability to account for emergent phenomena in multiscale models: A fundamental limitation to multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems is the inability to account for emergent behaviour. "Emergent phenomena" in this context refers to behaviour that emerges at the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, between-tissue scale, between-host scale), often unexpectedly or unexplainably, from interactions at an individual/lower/micro scale (withincell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale)-a fundamental property of complex systems. In particular, upper scale (between-cell, between-tissue, between-host) submodels are often not tailored to effectively capture emergent phenomena, that is, behaviours realized at upper scales resulting from interactions of entities at lower scales that can be critical contributing factors to the property of evolution of infectious disease systems. Because of emergent effects some disease processes might show different patterns when studied at different scales. Therefore, if we model a disease process at inappropriate scale we may not be able to detect its actual dynamics at that scale, but may instead identify behaviour patterns that are emergent effects of its actual dynamics. Challenge 7: Development of methods for uncertainty quantification for multiscale models: Uncertainties exist in specification of the full detailed multiscale model, identification of reduced order multiscale models, integration of submodels into a single multiscale model, data assimilation, calibration and validation of multiscale models. The need to adequately address uncertainty quantification and propagation is important but is still not adequately addressed in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems. Uncertainty quantification has been addressed for some multiscale modelling approaches at individual scales, but propagating the uncertainty across scales is challenging. This is the case because uncertainty quantification is usually handled differently at different length or time scales. In addition, in situations where it is feasible to pass uncertain values up from a lower scale to a higher scale, it is not always clear how to understand these values or what practical insights can be made from them. More dialogue between researchers with disparate skillsets in modelling infectious disease systems at different scales of infection is needed to address this challenge. Challenge 8: Missing underlying biological mechanisms in the development of multiscale models: One of the challenges which also presents opportunities for growth lies in the fact that although some large strides have been made in the development of multiscale modelling approaches of infectious diseases in recent years, there are still significant limitations and gaps in the individual single scale modelling capabilities that serve as the building blocks for modelling across length and time scales. These limitations in multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems are often due to failures of the model to properly incorporate the underlying biological mechanisms that drive dynamics of infectious disease systems. Challenge 9: Development of multiscale models to account for evolution of pathogen across scales: Evolution of pathogens drives many infectious disease processes ranging from immune escape to changes in virulence and drug resistance. Pathogen evolution plays out at scales ranging from within-host to between-host and beyond. The challenge here is to develop tractable multiscale models of infectious disease to address evolutionary questions and to understand how multiple scales of selection influence the evolutionary emergence of novel pathogens. Challenge 10: Development of multiscale models to account for co-evolution of host and pathogen across scales: The main difference between evolution and co-evolution is the reciprocity of selective pressure and change occurring in both the pathogen population and the host population. The dynamics of an infectious disease systems involves the reciprocal evolution between both the host and the pathogen whereby both the host and the pathogen impose selection on the other. In this context, co-evolution of host and pathogen is a dynamic process of ongoing reciprocal change where a pathogen population imposes a selective influence on a host population which responds to the selection, in turn imposing a selective influence on the pathogen population, with this cycle potentially repeated over and over. The outcome of this arms race may involve traits like parasite infectivity, host resistance, parasite host-finding ability and parasite avoidance behaviour by the host. The challenge here is to develop appropriate multiscale models of infectious disease that account for this tugof-war between pathogens and hosts as antagonistic co-evolving populations to improve our ability to forecast the trajectory of infectious disease systems in various situations.
Research to address these challenges will have substantial potential impact on progress in multiscale modelling of infectious diseases systems.
Discussion and conclusions
In this primer, we presented some foundational concepts on multiscale models of infectious disease systems focused on three main frontiers which are the conceptual framework frontier, the mathematical technology or technical frontier and the scientific applications frontier. We anticipate these foundational concepts to be central in articulating an integrated, more refined infectious disease control theory of the reciprocal influence between health interventions that target pathogen replication at the individual/lower/micro scale (within-cell scale, within-tissue scale, within-host scale) on one hand and health interventions that target pathogen transmission at the population/upper/macro scale (between-cell scale, betweentissue scale, between-host scale) on the other hand. In particular, we identified three different structures of multiscale models at each of the three different hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system with each of them being more appropriate for either the control, or the elimination, or the eradication of an infectious disease system which are:
a. Multiscale models with a primary structure: Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017) only categories I, II, III, and IV of multiscale models have such a structure: IMSMs, NMSMs, EMSMs and HMSMs. They can be either CL-IEMs (for the cell level) or TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) or HL-IEMs (for the host level). Such multiscale models are more relevant for evaluating the control of infection at specific hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system. b. Multiscale models with a secondary structure: Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017) only class 4 of category V of multiscale models have such a structure. They can be either CLIEMs (for the cell level) or TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) or HL-IEMs (for the host level). Such multiscale models are more relevant for evaluating the elimination of infection at specific hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system. c. Multiscale models with a tertiary structure: Based on the categorization of multiscale models of infectious disease systems given in (Garira, 2017) only classes 1, 2, 3 and 5 of category V of multiscale models have such a structure. They can be either CL-IEMs (for the cell level) or TL-IEMs (for the tissue level) or HL-IEMs (for the host level). Such multiscale models are more relevant for evaluating the eradication of infection at all hierarchical levels of an infectious disease system.
Given this foundation, the frontiers of multiscale modelling of infectious disease systems lie more on technical or mathematical technology frontier.
